We investigate how to place an obstacle B within a domain in Euclidean space so as to maximize or minimize the principal Dirichlet eigenvalue for the Laplacian on n B. The shape of B is xed a priori usually as a ball, and only its position varies. We establish that for a certain class of domains the minimizing B is in contact with @ , while the maximizing B is in the interior, typically at the center supposing that the domain is su ciently symmetric for this statement to bemeaningful. Under special circumstances we can characterize the optimizing con gurations with multiple obstacles. Our method relies on the Hadamard perturbation formula and a moving plane analysis.
I. Introduction
In this article we study how to minimize or maximize the fundamental eigenvalue of the Laplacian or Schr odinger operator de ned within a xed, bounded, open domain , with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on the boundary. Inside this domain we shall place an obstacle or a well, the position of which is under our control, and our goal is to locate the optimal position of the piece under our control.
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,r 2 + B x; 1:1 where 0 and B is the indicator function of the region B. Lo osely, a hard obstacle corresponds to = + 1 . The term well" refers to the situation where the constant in operato r 1.1 is negative. These operators are de ned in standard ways e.g., Da95 , and by our sign convention the fundamental eigenvalue with an obstacle is positive and deno ted ; in the case of a well, might benegative. We recall that is nondegenerate and has an eigenfunction u which does not change sign. As usual, we choose ux 0 and normalize it in L 2 on respectively on n B in the case of a hard obstacle.
Of particular interest for the the light they shed on the relationship of geomet ry to the fundamental eigenvalue are the following questions about the placement of the in terior obstacle:
1. Is it true that the optimal placement of an obstacle so as to minimize is in contact with the boundary, while the the optimal placement to maximize is in the interior?
2. Given an a rmative answer to Question 1, can the optimal position be located precisely?
For the placement o f w ells, we pose the same questions, with our expectations regarding the minimizing and maximizing positions reversed. In this article we shall describe some circumstances when the rst question can be answered a rmatively, and so me more narrow circumstances when the second question can beanswered. Thus for example considering the case with 0 the strategy to minimize is to place the obstacle near the boundary, while the strategy to maximize is to place the obstacle in the interior, near the maximum of ux. The situation with a small hard obstacle is similar using the estimates in Fl95 , while the situation with a well is reversed.
In many of the situations in this article the inside region B will beaball. It is clear that for many purposes it is only necessary for B to have certain re ection symmetries, but we have preferred to focus on the case where the statement of the result is simplest. See Section IV, Example 7.
In 1995, E.B. Davies asked two of us E.H. and P.K. questions of this type, for a hard spherical obstacle within a sphere. We answered the questions privately, using methods like those of this article: The minimizing position of the interior sphere is at the boundary of , while the maximizing position is at the center of the exterior . Quite recently we have learned from Mark Ashbaugh and Thierry Chatelain As99 that in response to the same query from A.G. Ramm, they have answered it with similar methods.
Independently, one of us K.K. had been considering the problem of placing a positive potential with a speci ed integral within a region , so as to minimize . This work appears in CGIKO99 .
In both these independent lines of investigation, the minimizing obstacles are in contact with the boundary. One aim here is to explore this phenomenon further.
We are not aware of other work on this problem, although there are some asymptotic estimates for small obstacles especially, Fl95 , and some work on optimization of capacity on annular domains in Fl93 and Co94 . Our technique is to treat the motion of the obstacle or well as a perturbation, and estimate the perturbation with a re ection technique reminiscent of the classical method of moving planes Al60 Se71, BeNi91 , which, curiously, has heretofore not been used as much in spectral theory as in nonlinear analysis.
The rst insight w e use is that a translation of the obstacle or well can be regarded as a perturbation of a boundary. For a hard obstacle, the Hadamard boundary perturbation formula Ha08, GaSc53i applies. When specialized to the case of a translation, it reads simply: Proposition I.1 The Hadamard perturbation formula, special case. Here and throughout, n is the unit normal at the surface of the obstacle B. Our choice of orientation is outward with respect to B and hence inward with respect to . We recall for later purposes that at a boundary with zero Dirichlet conditions, the gradient of u is parallel to the normal vector, provided the latter is de ned. When 0 is nite, the derivative of the eigenvalue with respect to a translation of a soft obstacle is obtainable from Green's theorem. As for Hadamard's formula, the derivative is proportional to a certain surface integral. As a rst step in deriving the formula for this derivative, we prepare an estimate for the eigenvalue and L 2 normalized eigenfunction u of a soft obstacle B obtained by shifting B by a distance . Since u 2 C 1; for 0 1 see, e.g., GiTr83 , Lemma I.3 yields
Since the possible centers of the obstacle or well form a compact subset of , it is immediate from Lemma I.1 and Lemma I.2 that under the assumptions of this article:
The maximizing and minimizing positions of B exist.
II.The technique of domain re ection
If a domain has a certain re ection property with respect to an axis of symmetry of the obstacle, then we shall beable to identify the sign of the directional derivative of the fundamental eigenvalue with respect to the position of an obstacle or well. Roughly speaking, when this property holds, we shall show that the eigenvalue increases as the obstacle moves away from a nearby portion of the boundary of .
To avoid complications, we henceforth assume that the set B is convex as well as piecewise smooth. We also require that it be re ection-symmetric about some hyperplane or plane, or line P of dimension n , 1. When we consider speci c examples, B will often beaball.
De nition. Let P be a hyperplane of dimension n , 1 which intersects . For any connected set S which does not intersect P, we let S P denote its re ection through P. The domain is said to have the interior re ection property with respect to P if there is a connected component s of nP such that P s is a proper subset of the other connected component b of n P. Any such P will becalled a hyperplane of interior re ection for . Moreover, s will be called the small side of and b the big side.
The following theorem states formally that when this property holds, the eigenvalue is strictly increasing as a symmetric obstacle is moved away from the small side:
Theorem II.1.
Assume that has the interior re ection property with respect to a hyperplane P about which the set B is re ection-symmetric. Suppose that B is translated in the direction of a unit vector v perpendicular to P and pointing from the small side to the big side.
Then, in the case of a hard or soft obstacle,
In the case of a well,
Remark.
Actually, the soft obstacle or well here could be any re ection-symmetric function supported within the closure of B, not just its indicator function.
Proof: There are three cases to consider, that of a hard obstacle, a soft obstacle, and a well. We consider the hard obstacle last.
For the other two cases, we claim that for any point x of @Bwhich is on the small side of , ux u x P . The theorem will then follow in these cases from 1.3.
To establish the claim, we consider wx : = u x , u , x P on the small side s . On the interior of this region, , ,r 2 + B w = w;
while on its boundary, wx 0: Observing that w is strictly negative on part of that boundary and that is less than the fundamental Dirichlet eigenvalue of ,r 2 + B , we conclude from the maximum principle PrWe84 that wx 0 in the interior of this region, and hence that ux u x P for x in @Bon the small side of .
This establishes the claim except for the case of a hard obstacle, where we use the Hadamard formula 1.2 in place of 1.3. This time we consider the function wx := ux,ux P on the small side s but excluding B. Just as before, the maximum principle tells us that wx 0 on the interior of this region. To nish the proof in this case, we appeal to the boundary-point lemma of Se71, p. 308 , according to which, at every smooth point of the part of @Bon the small side, either the normal derivative of wx is strictly positive, or else the second derivative of wx in this direction is strictly positive.
However, the latter possibility is excluded because it contradicts the eigenvalue equation since the Laplacian of w is negative while all second derivatives in tangential directions at the boundary are 0. Hence jruxj jrux P j for x in @Bon the small side of .
The theorem then follows from 1.2.
In the nal section of this article we consider many examples where it can beshown that either the domain or a suitable related domain 0 contains a dense subset of points which lie on a hyperplane of interior re ection. In preparation for that we state here an obvious corollary of Theorem II.1: Corollary II.2. Let x 2 denote the center of a spherical obstacle B. At any maximizing x, a has no hyperplane P of interior re ection containing x. Moreover, at any minimizing x, either statement a above is true, or else b @Bintersects the small side of @ .
Convexity ensures that enjoys the interior re ection property with respect to some secant plane passing through any point su ciently close to the boundary. This immediately implies:
Corollary II.3.
Assume that is convex and that B is a ball of radius . There exists R 0 0 depending on such that if R 0 , then there are neighborhoods N 1;2 of the boundary, such that a The maximizing resp., minimizing obstacle resp., well for lies outside N 1 ; and b Any obstacle resp., well which minimizes resp., maximizes subject to being located within N 2 ; must touch the boundary of In principle, given any convex it is straightforward to identify neighborhoodsN 1;2 explicitly. In the following section we consider some cases where N 2 = and where the optimal positions can bedetermined exactly, sometimes even without convexity.
At the level of generality of Corollary II.3 there is a hole" in the interior of a convex within which w e can say little about the optimal placement of obstacles. With a re ection symmetry, however, the hole can be reduced to a slit, because together with convexity this implies that every point o f i s either re ection-symmetric or else o n a h yperplane of interior re ection:
Corollary II.4.
Suppose and the obstacle are as in Corollary II.3, and in addition that is symmetric with respect to re ection through a hyperplane H. Then at the minimizing position the obstacle is in contact with the boundary, while at the maximizing position its center is on H.
Next we note an extension of Theorem II.1 to the case of Schr odinger operators, which is useful for discussions of soft obstacles and of interest in its own right.
Theorem II.5. Consider the Schr odinger operator H := ,r 2 + V x on a domain , where the potential V x is a real valued function in L 1 or more generally satisfying conditions guaranteeing that the fundamental eigenvalue is discrete; see, e.g. ReSi78 . Assume that has the interior re ection property with respect to a hyperplane P about which the set B is re ection-symmetric, and that on the small side s , V x V , x P a:e:
Suppose that B is translated in the direction of a unit vector v perpendicular to P and pointing from the small side to the big side. This, however, su ces for the maximum principle, by the following argument:
First we observe that wx 0 on s as before. Indeed, if U = fwx 0g were non-empty, then the inequality in the proof of Theorem II.5 would imply that 1 , where 1 is the rst eigenvalue of H on U. Yet U s and is the rst eigenvalue of H on . As a consequence of the unique continuation theorem e.g., JeKe85 , we nd that 1 , which is a contradiction.
Next, to conclude that wx 0 in s , we appeal to the strong maximum principle.
We close this section by observing that for su ciently small , a n y globally minimizing soft obstacle resp., maximizing well touches the boundary: Theorem II.6.
Suppose is convex and that it contains a soft spherical obstacle, i.e., a potential B x , where B is a su ciently small ball. Then there exists 0 0 such that for every with 0 0 , when B is at the position where it minimizes the rst eigenvalue, it touches the boundary @ .
Proof: We let B w denote the obstacle when centered at w, and we ssume that the radius 0 of the obstacle is su ciently small. First we claim that there exists a compact subset G , independent of , such that if w 2 G 0 and Bw , then Bw cannot bean optimal obstacle. Here G 0 := n G.
This follows from Corollary II.3. We observe that G may b e c hosen independently of for su ciently small; the choice of G depends only on . Let be the L 2 normalized rst eigenfunction of the Dirichlet Laplacian on , and let = fx 2 ; x g for 0. Then there exists a small 0 such that G . We x a value of the radius 0 su ciently small so that mindist@ G ;@ ; 1=2dist@ ; @ :
Next we assert that, as shown in CGIKO99 , there exists a small 0 0 such that if w 2 G, then B w cannot beaminimizing obstacle for any 0 0 , because ku ; w , k L 1 C for some constant C which does not depend on w. 
III.Optimization at a vertex or corner
It is not di cult to show that an ellipse has the interior re ection property with respect to any secant line which is perpendicular to the boundary at one of its crossing points and which does not coincide with one of the axes. It thus follows fairly easily from Theorem II.1 that if the radius of the ball B is su ciently small so that it ts inside an elliptical domain , then the minimizing ball touches the boundary. Actually, we can locate the minimizing position at the vertex of the ellipse, and the maximizing position at the center, for a class of domains generalizing the ellipse see Theorem III.2, below.
We shall show that this phenomenon, that minimizing obstacles are located at parts of the boundary where the curvature is maximized, also occurs in certain other situations. Unfortunately, w e are not able to determine the degree of generality of this phenomenon.
We begin by extending Theorem II.1 to the case where B moves along the boundary; To keep the statement simple, we restrict to the case of spherical B.
Proposition III.1.
Let B be a b all which is tangent to the boundary of , assumed of class C 2 in a neighborhood of the point of contact. Suppose furthermore that has the interior re ection property with respect to a hyperplane P normal to the boundary at the point of contact. Then is strictly increasing as B is moved in contact with the boundary towards the big side.
Proof sketch: The argument is by domain perturbation as for Theorem II.1, with the further complication that as the domain B moves along a smooth boundary, it is not only translated and but also continuously rotated. For non-spherical domains, Propositions I.1 and I.4 would need to be modi ed with additional terms to re ect this. For spherical domains, however, the additional terms do not arise, and the formulae for the directional deivatives are as before.
We next identify a class of roughly elliptical regions for which we can carry out a complete analysis of the maximizing and minimizing positions of an obstacle or well.
De nition. A vertex of a domain with boundary of class C 2 is a point on the bounda ry at which the curvature is locally maximal. Outward pointing corners of a piecewise C 2 boundary are also considered vertices. Theorem III.2.
Let be a two-dimensional convex domain with the following properties: a is re ection symmetric with respect to both the x and y Cartesian axes.
b The boundary of is of class C 2 for x; y 6 = 0 .
c In any quadrant of the plane, the curvature of the boundary of is monotonic as a function of x or equivalently of y, or equivalently of the arclength s.
Suppose that the obstacle respectively, well B is a disk. If the radius of B is less than the radius of curvature at the vertex of , then is minimized resp. maximized when the B is in contact with a vertex, and maximized resp. minimized when the obstacle resp. well is at the origin.
This theorem certainly generalizes to three-dimensional ellipsoidal domains which are rotationally symmetric. We also remark that, as a special case, when both and B are balls, is a strictly increasing function of the distance of B from the boundary until it reaches the center, where it is maximized. This answers the query of Davies, 1995. Theorem III.2 . is a direct corollary of: Proposition III.3.
A r e gion as in Theorem III.2 enjoys the interior re ection property with respect to any line normal to its boundary, except for the lines of symmetry x and y axes. The small side of the normal line at a boundary point P is the side of increasing curvature of the boundary moving from p.
Proof:
We may and shall assume without loss of generality that the curvature of the boundary of is strictly increasing as a function of y in the rst quadrant of the plane and hence strictly monotonic in any quadrant of the plane. We also orient the arclength s counterclockwise, so that s is an increasing function of y. We observe that is convex and that in the rst quadrant the distance from the origin to a point o n @ increases with y. For simplicity w e assume that @ is of class C 2 even at the possibly exceptional points x = 0 or y = 0; it will be clear that this does not a ect the result. Let ' be the angle of the normal to the boundary as measured counterclockwise from the x-axis. Because of our assumptions, the angle ' can be used to parametrize the points of @ ; we henceforth do this, and use the notation P' for those points. Let L designate the normal line to @ at some speci c P i n the rst quadrant.
We claim rst that if := the angle where L intersects @ , then + .
The statement that + is easily seen to be equivalent to the statement that L passes above the center of , which in turn means that ' , where is the usual polar coordinate of P .
In order to show that the re ection of @ for ' + ts within , we make some de nitions. Let`+ be the distance from P' + t o L and t as the distance from P We conclude that t' t2 , ' 2 , ' is the angle re ected through for this range of ', and therefore if we consider the two maps ' ! t, we see: j' , jt aboveL j' , jt belowL : Also: both t' and t2 , ' are monotonic increasing functions of ' for ' .
Since d` ds = cot' , and cot is a decreasing function for 0 j' , j j , j , w e conclude by integrating that + ,for 0 t t : Theorem III.4. a Suppose that and B are as in Theorem III.2, and that the radius of B is small enough for it to t within but larger than the radius of curvature at its vertex. Then is minimized resp. maximized when B is in as close as possible to a vertex, and maximized resp. minimized when the obstacle resp. well is at the origin.
b Suppose that is an equilateral polygon centered at the origin. Then is minimized resp. maximized when the ball is as close as possible to any vertex of , and maximized resp. minimized when the obstacle resp. well is at the origin.
Proof: We discuss the case of an obstacle. As usual, the case of a well uses the same argument, with a reversal of maximal" and minimal".
Part a is an obvious variant of Theorem III.2. It is only necessary to notice that if B is anywhere other than at the origin, the interior re ection holds with respect to the horizontal or vertical plane through the center of B. By Corollary II.1, the only possibility for the maximizing position is the center, whereas at the minimizing position B is in contact with @ :
To localize the minimizer more precisely, w e observe that if the contact point is not a point of symmetry of @ , and B is not obstructed from displacements to the small side of , then Proposition III.1 excludes the con guration as a candidate for a minimizer. It is moreover easy to see that any attainable point of symmetry other than a vertex is excluded from being a contact point of a minimizing obstacle. It would in fact be aconstrained maximizing position, given contact with the boundary. The only remaining possibility i s that described in statement a.
The argument for part b is similar. From Theorem II.1, using the symmetry of the polygon we see that if the center of B is anywhere other than at the center of , then it lies on a hyperplane of interior re ection, and decreases as B moves perpendicularly away from any line of symmetry of . The argument a t the boundary is much as for case a. The perpendicular line from the point of contact is a hyperplane of interior re ection except when the contact is at the midpoint of an edge of the polygon, but decreases when the point of contact is moved away from a midpoint on either side. The claim then results from possibility b of Corollary II.2.
IV. Extensions, and some instructive examples
Although at rst sight our technique seems to be restricted to regular, convex regions, we n o w proceed to illustrate by example how it can be extended. In this section we describe only problems with obstacles. In most cases, however, the same examples illustrate the situation for wells, with the usual reversal of min" and max."
We shall omit details of the proofs when they consist only in recalling Corollary II.2 and elementary exercises in nding possible hyperplanes of interior re ection. Example 1.
Let be a nite region bounded by two spheres in R N , and suppose that a spherical obstacle B has radius small enough so that it ts into . For de niteness, suppose that the larger sphere has its center at the origin and radius R, and that the smaller one has its center on the x 1 axis at coordinate x 1 = a 0, and radius r R. e is a concentric annulus spherical shell. Necessarily, R , r 2 . A t maximum, the position of the center x of B satis es r + j x j R + r 2 . A t minimum, either x is in the same annulus or else jxj = R , contact with the outer boundary.
These rely on Corollary II.2; among the hyperplanes of interior re ection to consider are horizontal hyperplanes and the bisecting planes of the spheres. Our technique does not allow us to eliminate one of the two possibilities for the minimum in 1 e. We suspect the true alternative t o b e that the minimizing obstacle is in contact with the outer boundary, and will establish this in Example 12 when the inner radius is su ciently small and the obstacle is soft.
Example 2.
Horseshoe-shaped domains: Let 0 be the concentric annular domain of Example 1e in 2 dimensions, and let S be the sector jx 2 j x 1 for some 0 . , and passing through . We note that appending allowed us to beprecise about the minimizing position; without them, the minimizing position would be in contact with @S ,but our method would not give the exact position.
Example 3. a A ball with two interior hard spherical obstacles B 1 and B 2 , which can be placed independently, and may have di erent radii, the sum of which is less than the radius of . In this case the minimizing con guration has both obstacles touching the boundary and each other. In the maximizing con guration the centers of B 1 and B 2 lie on a diameter of . b The same example, except that one of the obstacles is allowed to be soft. The maximizing and minimizing con gurations are as for part a.
We observe that the minimizing con guration disconnects .
Denote by x 1 and x 2 the centers of the balls B 1 and B 2 , respectively. We begin by considering the relative positions of the balls as xed a priori and treating them as a single obstacle. Unless they lie on a diameter of , the line passing through both their centers is a line of interior re ection. We thus conclude that at maximum they lie on a diameter of , while at minimum at least one of them touches @ .
Having established that at least one obstacle touches the boundary when 1 is minimized, we can assume for the minimizing problem that one spherical obstacle is xed to @ in some standard orientation, rotating the entire problem as necessary, while letting the position of the second obstacle vary. This, however, is the situation of Example 1 b.
Hence we know that at minimum the two obstacles touch each other and @ .
Example 4.
a The same as Example 3, except that we also insert a third, hard obstacle of positive capacity and any shape small enough that it can be translated and rotated so as to t inside s := the smaller of the two domains into which is disconnected at the minizing con guration of Example 3. 1 is of course only de ned u p to rotations of the two larger obstacles about the center of : Then the minimizing con guration is as in Example 3, with the third obstacle anywhere within 1 . This can be a unique minimizer or highly nonunique, depending on the size and shape of the third obstacle.
b As a variant of a, we replace the large sphere with 0 := n where 1 for some xed possible 1 as in a, and is otherwise an arbitrary closed set of positive capacity. We consider 0 as the exterior region, and insert two spherical obstacles. Then the minimizing con guration is as in Example 3, oriented so that lies within the 1 created by the disconnection of . Again, this can be unique or nonunique.
Here we recall the principle of domain monotonicity, which shows that the minimal fundamental eigenvalue for Example 3 is the same as the that of the larger of the two domains into which is disconnected. In case a, if the third obstacle were inserted into this domain, the eigenvalue would strictly increase cf. Co95, McG96, McG98 . On the other hand, the eigenvalue is una ected in comparison to Example 3, if the third obstacle is inserted into 1 . Case b follows by virtually the same argument, recalling Theorem II.5.
Example 5.
Balls with sectors or lines resp. hyperplane segments removed.
a Consider a domain formed by removing from a ball of radius R centered at the origin, some subset of a closed sector S symmetric about the x 1 axis, within the half plane x 1 a 0; otherwise, is assumed closed and of positive capacity. We call the angle between the edge of the sector and the positive x 1 axis . The obstacle is a hard or soft ball of radius a + R 2 . The maximizing position is then within the triangle 2 dimensions or cone 3 or more dimensions bounded by x 1 = a,R 2 , x 1 = 0, and the cone with vertex at the origin and making an angle of arccot cot + a R,a csc with the negative x 1 axis. Further restrictions on the maximizing position could be p r e cisely formulated if is not su ciently small.
The minimizing positions are in contact with S possibly penetrating into its interior. b As a special case of a, suppose that is a symmetric sector with vertex at x 1 = a, including the limiting case of a line segment. Then we can more precisely say that the maximizing position lies on the negative x 1 axis with a,R 2 x 1 0, and the minimizing positions are in contact both with the spherical part of @ and with @S.The minimizing position is not unique.
Here we identify as hyperplanes of interior relection: all planes perpendicular to the x 1 axis with intersection at ,R x 1 a , R 2 ; all planes perpendicular to the x 1 axis with intersection at 0 x 1 R ; and all planes through the origin which do not intersect S. It is a trigonometric exercise with the latter which leads to the angle identi ed.
As for case b, there are additional hyperplanes of interior re ection consisting of all hyperplanes through the origin except those containing the x 1 axis.
Let be an equilateral n sided polygon, modi ed by the replacement of its edges with outward circular arcs of equal angular measure 2 n , containing a hard or soft circular obstacle B. Then the maximizing position x of the center of B is at the center of the polygon, and the minimizing positions of B put it as near as possible to a vertex.
Straightforward exercise.
Example 7.
Let be a rectangle and suppose that the convex obstacle B has two axes of symmetry parallel to the sides of the rectangle. We consider translati ons of the obstacle B. The maximizing position is at the center and the minimizing position is as near as possible to a vertex.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem III.4. Example 8.
Let be a n e quilateral triangle, modi ed by the replacement of its edges with inward circular arcs of equal angular measure 2 , c ontaining a hard or soft circular obstacle B. Then the maximizing position x of the center of B is at the center of the triangle, and the minimizing positions of B put it as near as possible to a vertex. Straightforward exercise.
Example 9.
Let be the concentric annulus or spherical shell of Example 1e, and suppose that it contains two independently placeable hard obstacles as in Example 3a. In the maximizing con guration, the two obstacles lie on a common hyperplane which bisects both spheres, and on opposite sides of the center. In the minimizing con guration, either the two obstacles lie on a common hyperplane which bisects both spheres, and on the same side of the center, or else they are in contact with each other or both.
In this case, unless the obstacles are positioned as claimed, then if one of them is treated as xed, the hyperplane passing through the origin and through the center of the second obstacle is a hyperplane of interior re ection. Remark. Moreover, there exists 0 0, depending on the speci c geometry of the helix, such that for 0 there is an upper bound on jxj strictly smaller than the one needed for B to t within . We do make i t precise here.
The proof in this case requires a small twist in the interior-re ection property on which Theorem II.1 relies: Whereas does not have the standard interior re ection property as given above Theorem II.1, it has the following alternative property: Any hyperplane perpendicular to H other than the one intersecting it at x 1 = 0 divides into two pieces, one of which is congruent to a subset of the other, by a half rotation instead of a re ection. Equivalently, by two re ections. Applying this operation, rather than a re ection as in the proof of Theorem II.1, we still see that the values of u and jruj on one half of @B dominate those on the other half pointwise, allowing us to show that is strictly monotonic with respect to displacements tangential to H by 1.2 or, respectively, 1.3.
Our next example involves a soft obstacle, and shows that our analysis is stable with respect to some perturbations of which destroy both convexity and symmetry.
Example 11. A half ellipse with a small handle: Let 0 := fx; y 2 R 2 ; x 2 + y=l 2 1; x 0 g where l is a xed constant, l 1 . Now consider the domain := interior 0 H , where H is a handle" with the following properties: i H is a closed subset of fx 0g ii H f j y j g iii 0 v o l H C for some xed positive constant C. Fix the radius r 1 of a spherical soft obstacle B, and denote L := , + B on . We claim that for all 0 and su ciently small, the minimizing obstacle is situated within 0 at the greatest possible distance from the x axis. There are two possibilities, one with y 0 and one with y 0 :
Proof: We assume that is su ciently small that the obstacle does not t i nto the handle. All horizontal lines with fjyj g are lines of interior symmetry for , so at the minimizing positions for the obstacle, either it is in contact with the boundary or else its center lies within fjyj g. The argument used to prove Theorem III.2 is easily adapted for , and shows that the only possible minimizing positions are either as stated in the theorem, i.e., with the maximal value of jyj; or else con ned to a strip of the form fjyj c 1 g , where c 1 is a constant depending only on l.
We next eliminate the possible positions in the epsilonic strip by a continuity argument, for we know by the modi cation of Theorem III.2 that for 0 , an obstacle in the strip gives rise to a fundamental eigenvalue strictly larger than when the obstacle is at the maximal value of jyj i.e., the unique two minimizing positions for 0 .
Consider the operator L := , + B on some domain with Dirichlet B.C. on @ for a ball B of radius r, and denote respectively by B and u ;B Bx the rst eigenvalue and L 2 normalized rst eigenfunction. Case 1. Candidate positions where B does not lie wholly inside 0 . In this case, according to Lemma I.2, the obstacle can be shifted into the interior of 0 , raising by a small error. By a variant of the argument for Theorem II.5 and uniform control on kuk 1 e.g., GiTr83, Theorem 8. Example 12.
Example 1e revisited: is a concentric annulus spherical shell of outer radius R and inner radius r. In it we place a soft spherical obstacle centered a t w and of radius ; as in 1e, necessarily, R,r 2 . If r is su ciently small, then at the minimizing position the support jwj = R , , i.e., the obstacle touches the outer boundary of the annulus.
The strategy of the proof is rather general and can beapplied to some other cases as indicated below. For this reason we discuss it in some detail. For simplicity, we discuss the case of two dimensions.
Fix the radius of the obstacle and the coupling . We already know that w 2 C 1 C 2 , where C 1 := fr + j x j R + r = 2 g ; C 2 = fjxj = R , g:
Note that R=2 R , , and C 1 C 1 f j x j R=2g:
We denote by and r the minima of the fundamental eigenvalues given a soft obstacle of radius in domains 0 = fjxj R g and r , respectively. Now we claim the following:
Claim A: We have j , r j C=jlog rj, where C is a constant independent of r. We know that for B r wr, + r j w r j R + r = 2 ; or jwrj = R , :
If the conclusion did not hold, then there would exist a subsequence fr j g; r j ! 0 and B r j wr j , such that + r j j w r j j R + r j = 2 : By passing if necessary to a further subsequence, we may assume that wr j converges to w 0 with jw 0 j 2 ; R=2 . We use the notation: 
